Abstract
Introduction
Automobile industry and automobile market is in a high speed development state for several years. Automobile's appearance impacts and changes people's life, it's becoming the progressive symbol of modern society. However, as the sharp rise of the automobile quantity, vehicle thief case is increasing. Not only anti-theft system' demand is increasing，but also the performance requirement is higher and higher. At present, in the leading market of the automobile anti-theft production is CMOS chip production. GPS positioning system is also used, or combine the CMOS chip and GPS positioning system [1] [2] [3] . However, chip anti-theft production is with a low security and small alarm scope, which can't be found after lost yet.
Although GPS can used to retrieve automobile, what make user flinch is the high cost. Use GSM network can work out an anti-theft system with low cost, large alarm scope, strong Anti-jamming capability, which even be able to verify approximate positioning in a certain scope [4] .
The automobile theft-proof system based on GSM communication network designed in this paper be able to accomplish short message services(SMS) like homogeneous anti-theft system, moreover, speed sensor and vibrating sensor are combined to realize dual theft-proof of automobile. The fortified vehicular security is advanced greatly, and the cost of the automobile's orient is reduced.
System construction
The system mostly be composed of TC35 2) After power the system, in order to make TC35 working, must plus a low pulse which is more than 100ms delay to IGT. Figure 6 : 
Software overall design
C51 is selected because the programming is high efficiency, accuracy and stability. software design flow chart is shown in Figure 7 . The low-cost system has achievability and good usability. With the development of information technology, GSM networks will be perfect and the system will have better prospects.
